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Abstract: The pKa values of a cationic selenyl- (5H+) and a benzothienylcarbene complex (6H+) and rate
constants for the reversible deprotonation of these complexes by water, carboxylate ions, primary aliphatic
amines, secondary alicyclic amines (5H+ only), and OH- (5H+ only) were determined in 50% MeCN-50%
water (v/v) at 25°C. In comparison with neutral Fischer-type carbene complexes such as1H, the cationic
complexes5H+ and6H+ are much more acidic, and the intrinsic barriers to proton transfer are substantially
higher. This paper discusses a variety of factors that contribute to these differences, with the most important
ones being that5H+ and6H+ are cationic, which makes the C5H5(NO)(PPh3)Re moiety a strongerπ-acceptor
than the (CO)5M moieties, coupled with the fact that the deprotonated forms of5H+ and6H+ are aromatic
molecules.

Introduction

Over the past decade, we have reported a number of kinetic
and thermodynamic investigations of the reversible deprotona-
tion of Fischer carbene complexes.2-9 Most of the complexes
studied were of the type1H where M is Cr or W; CH3X with
X ) O or S acts as aπ-donor, while R and R′ are H, alkyl, or
aryl groups. The majority of the studies were performed in 50%

MeCN-50% water (v/v) at 25°C;3-7,9 one investigation was
carried out in water,2 another one in pure acetonitrile,8 and one
in various MeCN-water mixtures.3 The most important findings
can be summarized as follows.

(1) The carbene complexes are remarkably acidic, much more
so than the isolobal carboxylic acid esters or thio esters. For
example, the pKa

CH (CH stands for carbon acid) of the proto-
typical carbene complex2-Cr is 12.3 in water2 and 12.5 in 50%
MeCN-50% water,3 while the pKa

CH of ethyl acetate is 26.5.10

The high acidity can be attributed to the delocalization of the
anionic charge into the CO ligands of the (CO)5M moiety (1-).

(2) The nature of theπ-donor atom has a pronounced effect
on the acidity of these complexes. For example, the pKa

CH of
3-Cr in 50% MeCN-50% water is 9.05,9 that is, 3.45 units
lower than that of2-Cr, while the pKa

CH of 4 is too high to be
measurable in aqueous acetonitrile; on the basis of determina-
tions in pure MeCN, it is about 10 pKa units higher than that of
2-Cr.11 This strong dependence on theπ-donor ability of X in
1H is consistent with strong stabilization of the carbene complex
by π-donation as illustrated by the resonance structure1H(.

(3) The acidities of1H depend very little on the metal. For
example, the pKa

CH of 2-W is only 0.2 units lower than that of
2-Cr, or the pKa

CH of 3-W is only 0.5 units lower than that of
3-Cr.9

(4) The rates of proton transfer are relatively slow compared
to those involving normal acids,12 implying relatively low
intrinsic rate constants or highintrinsic barriers,13 as are typical
for the deprotonations of carbon acids that lead to delocalized/
resonance stabilized carbanions. The main reason for the high
intrinsic barriers is the same as for purely organic carbon acids
activated byπ-acceptors;15-17 that is, the transition state is
imbalanced in the sense that charge delocalization into the
(CO)5M moiety lags behind proton transfer.

The extensive database on thermodynamic and kinetic acidi-
ties on type1H complexes contrasts with the complete absence
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of such data on carbene complexes derived from transition
metals other than those of row VI, that is, Cr, Mo, or W. We
now report a proton transfer study involving two rhenium based
carbene complexes: a selenylcarbene (5H+)18,19 and a ben-
zothienylcarbene (6H+)18 complex (C5H5 stands for cyclopen-
tadienyl). These complexes, used as their tetrafluoroborate salts,

are not only structurally quite different from the1H-type
complexes, but they also are cationic, which means their
conjugate base is uncharged (5 and6, respectively). Furthermore,
5 and 6 are aromatic. A major focus of interest is how these
structural changes affect the thermodynamic acidities of these
complexes and the intrinsic barriers of their proton transfers.

Results

General Features. Both 5H+ and 6H+ as well as their
respective conjugate bases (5 and6) are relatively stable in 50%
MeCN-50% water (half-lives∼2 h), and their deprotonation
is fully reversible. Figure 1 shows the absorption spectrum of
5H+, the spectrum of5 after deprotonation of5H+ with KOH,
and the spectrum of recovered5H+ after adding HCl to5. A
similar set of spectra is shown in Figure 2 for6H+. Because of
the high acidity of6H+, a 2.5 M HCl solution was required to
obtain the spectrum of the fully protonated carbene complex.

Spectrophotometric pKa
CH Determination. A pKa

CH of 4.21
( 0.03 for 5H+ was determined in chloroacetate buffers by
measuring absorbances atλmaxof 5H+ as a function of pH (Table
S1, Supporting Information)20 and applying eq 1 withAmaxbeing
the absorbance at pH, pKa

CH,

Amin the absorbance at pH. pKa
CH, andA is the absorbance at

pH ∼ pKa
CH. For 6H+ whose pKa

CH is -0.14 ( 0.03, the
measurements were carried out in HCl solutions ranging from
0.05 to 2.5 M (Table S1).20 At the high end of this range, the
proton activity is no longer proportional to [HCl] but follows
acidity function behavior,21,22that is, eq 1 needs to be replaced
by eq 2 withH0 being an appropriate acidity function.

An acidity function in 50% MeCN-50% water for [HCl])
0.05 M to 2.5 M based on thep-nitroanilinium ion has been
reported by El-Harakany et al.23 Even though5H+ and 6H+

probably do not follow this acidity function directly, we shall
assume that the acidity function appropriate for5H+ and6H+

shows the same relative dependence on [HCl] as that reported
by El-Harakany et al. TheH0 values listed in Table S2 have
been calculated accordingly; for more details, see the Experi-
mental Section.

Kinetics. All kinetic measurements were performed under
pseudo-first-order conditions, either in carboxylic acid or amine
buffered solutions or in relatively concentrated HCl solutions.
This implies that the observed pseudo-first-order rate constant
for equilibrium approach is given by eq 3 with the various terms
defined in eq 4;CH+ stands for5H+ and6H+, respectively,C
for 5 or 6, respectively, B for the buffer base, and BH for the
buffer acid.

Depending on the pH, the reactions were run in the forward
direction (CH+ f C at pH> pKa

CH) or the reverse direction (C
f CH+ at pH < pKa

CH). All measurements were performed in
a stopped-flow spectrophotometer.

Kinetic pKa
CH Determination. As a means to check for

internal consistency of our results, we also determined the
pKa

CH values of5H+ and6H+ kinetically. For5H+, measure-
ments were carried out in chloroacetate buffers (Table S3).20

Under these conditions,k1
OH[OH-] + k-1

H2O is negligible, and eq
(18) White, C. J.; Angelici, R. J.Organometallics1994, 13, 5132.
(19) Robertson, M. J.; Carter, C. J.; Angelici, R.J. Am. Chem. Soc.1994,

116, 5190.
(20) See paragraph concerning Supporting Information at the end of this

paper.

(21) Hammett, L. P.; Deyrup, A. I.J. Am. Chem. Soc.1932, 54, 2721.
(22) Paul, M. A.; Long, F. A.Chem. ReV. 1957, 57, 1.
(23) El-Harakani, A. A.; Sabet, V. M.; Sadek, H.Z. Phys. Chem.

(Muenchen)1975, 97, 225.

Figure 1. Absorption spectra of5H+ and5.
Figure 2. Absorption spectra of6H+ and6.
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3 simplifies to eq 5. Figure 3 shows plots ofkobsd versus
[ClCH2COO-] at various pH values.

The slopes of these plots are given by eq 6. From a plot
according to eq 6 (Figure 4),

pKa
CH ) 4.15 ( 0.04 was obtained, which is in excellent

agreement with the spectrophotometric value of 4.21( 0.03;
the values fork1

B and k-1
BH (k-1

BH obtained ask1
BKa

BH/Ka
CH) are

reported in Table 1.
For 6H+, the reactions were run in HCl solutions where eq

3 reduces to eq 7 or, when extended to high HCl concentrations,
eq 8 (Table S4).20

A plot of kobsdversush0 is shown in Figure 5; it yields thek1
H2O

andk-1
H values reported in Table 1 which give pKa

CH ) 0.07(
0.03, in reasonably good agreement with the spectrophotometric
pKa

CH ) -0.14 ( 0.03.
Kinetics in Carboxylate and Amine Buffers. These experi-

ments were run at buffer ratios of approximately 1:1. The raw
data are summarized in Tables S4-S620 (5H+) and Tables S7
and S820 (6H+). The slopes of the plots ofkobsdversus [B] (not
shown) were analyzed according to eq 6; that is, eq 6 was solved
for k1

B using theKa
CH values obtained from the average of the

spectrophotometric and kinetic pKa
CH values.

Reactions in KOH and HCl Solutions. Deprotonation of
5H+ by OH- is quite fast, andkobsd reaches the stopped-flow
limit (∼103 s-1) at 0.05 M KOH. Kinetic experiments at [KOH]
) 0.0025-0.05 M yielded ak1

OH value of 1.16× 104 M-1 s-1

via eq 9.

For6H+, the reaction was too fast for a reliable determination
of k1

OH; a k1
OH value of ∼0.8-1.2 × 105 M-1 s-1 may be

estimated.
A k-1

H value for the protonation of5 by H3O+ was obtained
in dilute HCl solutions (0.0025-0.05 M) by applying eq 7; the
determination ofk-1

H for the protonation of6 by H3O+ was
described under the Kinetic pKa

CH Determination subsection.
The variousk1

H2O, k1
OH, k-1

H , and k-1
H2O values are reported in

Table 2.

Discussion

pKa
CH of 5H+ and 6H+. The average pKa

CH values of5H+

and 6H+ are 4.18 and-0.03, respectively. This makes them
by far the most acidic Fischer carbenes reported to date. They
are much more acidic than3-Cr (pKa

CH ) 9.05)9 or 3-W (pKa
CH

) 8.37),9 which in turn are more acidic than their methoxy
analogues (2-Cr, pKa

CH ) 12.503; 2-W, pKa
CH ) 12.364).

There are several reasons why the rhenium complexes are
so acidic. Probably the most important one is that they are
cationic, which makes the C5H5(NO)(PPh3)Re moiety a stronger
π-acceptor than the (CO)5M moieties, despite the fact that in
the latter there are five electron withdrawing CO ligands on
the metal while there is only one electron withdrawing NO
ligand on the metal of the rhenium complexes. Or, in other
words, the dominant resonance structures of the conjugated bases
of the rhenium complexes (5 and 6, respectively) are neutral
molecules and, hence, more stable. An additional driving force
for the deprotonation is that the conjugate bases are aromatic;
that is,5 is a selenophene derivative, and6, a benzothiophene
derivative. The fact that6H+ is substantially more acidic than
5H+ is probably in large measure due to the stronger aromaticity
of the benzothiophene moiety compared to the selenophene24

moiety.
Finally, the identity of the heteroatom (S, Se, O) undoubtedly

exerts an influence on the acidity beyond its effect on aroma-
ticity mentioned above. This is clearly evident in the comparison
of 3-Cr with 2-Cr, or 3-W with 2-W. As mentioned in the
Introduction, the higher acidity of the sulfur carbene complexes

(24) The aromaticity of heterocycles follows the order thiophene>
selenophene> furan.25

Figure 3. Reaction of5H+ with chloroacetate buffers. Plots ofkobsd

vs [ClCH2CO2
-]: 4, pH 3.43;2, pH 3.73;0, pH 4.03;9, pH 4.33;

O, pH 4.63;b, pH 4.93.

Figure 4. Reaction of5H+ with chloroacetate buffers. Plot of the slopes
from Figure 3 vsaH+ according to eq 6.
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can be attributed to the weakerπ-donor effect of sulfur
compared to oxygen;26 that is, there is less contribution by the
resonance structure1H( to the stabilization of3-Cr and3-W
than to that of2-Cr and2-W, respectively. It should be noted,
however, that the relative importance of theπ-donor effect of
sulfur in 6H+ compared to that in3-Cr or 3-W is probably not

the same. For6H+, the relevant resonance structure is cationic
(6′H+) just as6H+ is, which means6′H+ leads to adelocal-
izationof charge. This contrasts with1H( in which two opposite

charges have been created. In general, resonance structures that
lead to charge delocalization are more stabilizing than those
that lead to charge creation, and hence, it is likely that the
pKa

CH enhancingπ-donor effect of the sulfur atom in6H+ is
stronger than in3-Cr or 3-W.

In comparing6H+ with 5H+, the strongerπ-donor effect of
S compared to Se26 should lower the acidity of6H+ relative to
that of 5H+. Because6H+ is actuallymore acidic than5H+,
the greater aromaticity of6 compared to5 apparently more than
offsets the strongerπ-donor effect of sulfur.

Rate Constants.All the rate constants determined in this
study are summarized in Tables 1 and 2. For5H+, we were
able to obtain rate constants for the reactions with water, OH-,
and carboxylate buffers, as well as primary and secondary amine
buffers; for6H+, the reactions with the secondary amines were
too fast to allow kinetic determinations, and the same was true
for the reaction with OH-. For unknown reasons, the rate
measurements for5H+ in methoxyacetate buffers and of6H+

in cyanoacetate buffers gave erratic results, and no reliable rate
constants could be determined.

Statistically corrected Brønsted plots for the dependence
of k1

B and k-1
BH on the pKa difference between the respec-

tive carbenes and the buffer acids are shown in Figures 6 and
7.28 They yield the Brønstedâ and R values summarized in
Table 3; from the points where the lines for log(k1

B/q)29 and

(25) Fringuelli, F.; Marino, G.; Taticchi, A.J. Chem. Soc., Perkin Trans.
2 1974, 332.

(26) TheR values for MeO, MeS, and MeSe are-0.56, -0.23, and
-0.16, respectively, while theσR values for MeO and MeS are-0.43 and
0.15, respectively.27

Table 1. Reactions of5H+ and6H+ with Buffers: Summary of Rate Constants and pKa Values in 50% MeCN-50% Water (v/v) at 25°Ca

a Ionic strength) 0.1 M (KCl). b HEPA ) 1-(2-hydroxyethyl)piperazine.

Figure 5. Reaction of6H+ with HCl solutions. Plot ofkobsd vs h0

according to eq 8.
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log(k-1
BH/p)29 intersect, the intrinsic rate constants, defined as

k0 ) k1
B/q ) k-1

BH/p were obtained (in Table 3 reported as
log k0).

Brønsted Parameters. A. General Observations.For5H+,
the BrønstedR andâ values for the reactions with primary and
secondary amines (â ) 0.49 for R2NH, â ) 0.53 for RNH2)
are quite close to those for the reactions of the chromium and
tungsten carbene complexes (â ) 0.45-0.64, Table 3). This
implies that the degree of proton transfer at the transition state

is comparable for all these reactions;30 it also suggests that, for
these systems, the reported logk0 values can be used as a basis
for meaningful comparisons of intrinsic rate constants.17 Because
of the similarity of the Brønsted slopes, the relative logk0 values
are not very sensitive to the difference between pKa

CH and
pKa

BH, which determines the length of the extrapolation needed
to evaluate logk0.

(27) Hansch, C.; Leo, A.; Taft, R. W.Chem. ReV. 1991, 91, 165.
(28) Strictly speaking, the plots shown are “Eigen12 plots”.

(29)q is the number of equivalent basic sites on the buffer base, while
p is the number of equivalent protons on the buffer acid.

(30) This is the traditional view;31-33 although this view has been
challenged,34-36 it has recently received strong support.37

Table 2. Reactions with OH-, H3O+, and Water: Summary of Rate Constants in 50% MeCN-50% Water (v/v) at 25°C

a Ref 9. b Ref 3. c Ref 4. d k-1
H2O ) k1

OHKw/Ka
CH with Kw ) 6.46× 10-16 M2 (pKw ) 15.19), ref 3.

Figure 6. Brønsted plots for the reactions of5H+ with secondary
amines (R2NH), primary amines (RNH2), and carboxylate ions (RCO2-).
Filled symbols,k1

B; open symbols,k-1
B . 2, 4: R2NH. b, O: RNH2. 9,

0: RCO2
-. The dashed vertical line goes through the points where the

k1
B andk-1

BH lines intersect, which correspond to logk0.

Figure 7. Brønsted plots for the reactions of6H+ with primary amines
(RNH2) and carboxylate ions (RCO2-). Filled symbols: k1

B; open
symbols: k-1

B . 9, 0: RCO2
-. b, O: RNH2. The dashed vertical line

goes through the lines where thek1
B and k-1

BH points intersect which
correspond to logk0.
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On the other hand, theR and â values for the reaction of
5H+ with carboxylate ions, and for the reactions of6H+

with primary amines as well as carboxylate ions, are substan-
tially lower than the others. This not only indicates a transi-
tion state with a significantly smaller degree of proton transfer
from the carbene complex to the buffer base, it also compli-
cates the interpretation of the calculated logk0 values when
log k0 is obtained from a long extrapolation due to a large
difference between pKa

CH and pKa
BH. This extrapolation is

particularly long for the reaction of6H+ with primary amines.38

Because of the lowâ value (0.33), this results in a logk0

value that is too high and should not be compared with the
log k0 of the other systems that have much largerâ values.
For the reaction of6H+ with carboxylate ions, the extrapo-
lation is not quite as long,39 but here, theâ value (0.12) is
extremely low, again leading to a grossly inflated logk0

value. On the other hand, despite the lowâ value (0.28) for the
reaction of 5H+ with carboxylate ions, the logk0 value
determined by interpolating the Brønsted lines may safely be
used as a measure of the intrinsic rate constant, because the

pKa
CH of 5H+ is close to the midrange of the buffer pKa

BH

values. Hence, logk0 would be about the same, irrespective of
the Brønsted slopes.

B. Intrinsic Rate Constants for the Reactions of 5H+ with
Buffer Bases.As mentioned above, a comparison between the
log k0 values for the reaction of5H+ with those for2-M and
3-M should provide a meaningful assessment of their relative
intrinsic rate constants. To understand why logk0 for 5H+ is
so much lower than that for2-M and3-M (Table 3), it is useful
to review the main factors that affect intrinsic rate constants of
proton transfers from carbon acids activated byπ-acceptors. The
most important factor is resonance/charge delocalization in the
deprotonated form. Because the development of resonance
always lags behind proton transfer at the transition state,15-17

the intrinsic rate constant is reduced, and the more so the greater
the resonance stabilization.40 The extensive delocalization of
the negative charge into the (CO)5Cr or (CO)5W moieties of
1- is therefore thought to be the main reason the deprotonation
of all carbene complexes of the type1H have relatively lowk0

values.41

That secondary factors also come into play can be seen when
comparing the logk0 values for2-Cr or 2-W with those for
3-Cr or 3-W, respectively. As elaborated upon elsewhere,15,17

an inductively electron withdrawing group that is closer to the
center of negative charge development at the transition state
than in the anion-compare the location of the CH3X group with
respect to negative charge in1- with that in 7-will increase
k0. Because MeO is more electron withdrawing than MeS,42

(31) Leffler, J. E.; Grunwald, E.Rates and Equilibria of Organic
Reactions; Wiley: New York, 1963; p 156.

(32) Kresge, A. J.Acc. Chem. Res.1975, 8, 354.
(33) Jencks, W. P.Chem. ReV. 1985, 85, 511.
(34) Pross, A.J. Org. Chem.1984, 49, 1811.
(35) Bordwell, F. G.; Hughes, D. L.J. Am. Chem. Soc.1985, 107, 4737.
(36) Pross, A.; Shaik, S. S.New J. Chem.1989, 13, 427.
(37) Bernasconi, C. F.; Wenzel, P. J.J. Am. Chem. Soc.1996, 118, 11446.

See especially footnote 29 in this paper.
(38) The midpoint of the pKa

BH range of the amine buffers is 7.85,
which is 7.9 higher than pKa

CH. If â were≈0.5 instead of 0.33, this would
reduce logk0 by ≈(0.17× 7.9) ≈ 1.34 to logk0 ≈ -0.58.

(39) The midpoint of the pKa
BH range of the carboxylate buffers is 4.16,

which is 4.2 higher than pKa
CH. If â were≈0.5 instead of 0.12, this would

reduce logk0 by ≈(0.36× 4.2) ≈ 1.51 to logk0 ≈ 1.0.

(40) When solvation of the carbanion is important, as is the case for
nitronate and enolate ions, the lag in the development of this solvation
significantly adds to the reduction in the intrinsic rate constant.15-17

(41) For a review, see: Bernasconi, C. F.Chem. Soc. ReV. 1997, 26,
299.

Table 3. Summary of BrønstedR- andâ-Values and of logk0 for the Intrinsic Rate Constants in 50% MeCN-50% Water (v/v) at 25°C

a Ref 9. b Ref 3. c Ref 4.
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this increase ink0 will be stronger for the MeO than for the
MeS complexes.

Another factor is steric crowding at the transition state which
was shown to be more significant for the MeS complexes and
leads to a reduction ofk0 for the MeS complexes relative to the
MeO complexes.9 The evidence for this conclusion was based
on comparing differences in logk0 for primary and secondary
amines,∆log k0 ) log k0(R2NH) - log k0(RNH2). For sterically
unhindered proton transfers,∆log k0 is typically 0.8-1.0, while
for sterically hindered reactions∆log k0 is lower.43 For 2-M,
the average∆log k0 is 0.56, and for3-M, it is 0.43, indicating
a moderate steric effect for the reactions of2-M and a somewhat
larger effect for those of3-M.

A third potential factor is the strongerπ-donor effect of the
MeO compared to the MeS group,26 although it is unclear
whether it would result in a net increase or decrease ink0. This
is because there are two opposing phenomena. One is the loss
of the resonance stabilization of the neutral carbene complexes
(1H(), which must follow the general rule that applies to
resonance effects; that is, its loss must be ahead of proton
transfer at the transition state.15-17 This reducesk0, and more
so for the MeO complex for which the resonance stabilization
is stronger. The other factor is an attenuation of the lag in
carbanion resonance development (7) by the π-donors. This
comes about because the contribution of1H( to the structure
of the carbene complex leads to a preorganization of the (CO)5M
moiety toward its electronic configuration in the anion. This
should result in more charge being delocalized into the (CO)5M
moiety at the transition state, leading to a lowering of its energy.
The MeO group is a strongerπ-donor than the MeS group, and
this will lead to a greater preorganization and, hence, to a lower
intrinsic barrier (higherk0) for the deprotonation of the MeO
complexes.

On the basis of arguments presented earlier,9 the net effect
of π-donation may be a small decrease ink0 for the sulfur and
a somewhat larger decrease ink0 for the oxygen derivatives,
but this conclusion is not firm, and the overall effect or the
difference in the logk0 values is probably small.

In comparing 5H+ with 2-M and 3-M, the enhanced
resonance stabilization of5 that appears to be the major rea-
son for the high acidity of5H+ is likely to be also the major
factor in reducing the intrinsic rate constants. The fact that5
not only enjoys extra resonance stabilization on the metal side
but also is aromatic on the heterocyclic ring side is expected to
further reducek0, because the development of this aromaticity
will lag behind proton transfer for the same reason that the
resonance development on the metal side lags behind proton
transfer. As suggested later, this reduction may not be very large,
though.

As to the potential contribution to the difference in the log
k0 values between2-M or 3-M and5H+ arising from the change
to a selenium heteroatom, it is probably less significant than
that resulting from the change from oxygen to sulfur in going

from 2-M to 3-M. In particular, ∆log k0 ) log k0(R2NH)
- log k0(RNH2) ) 0.79 suggests that the steric effect is smaller
for 5H+ than for 2-M or 3-M, and hence, this may mask an
even greater difference in thek0 values between5H+ and2-M
or 3-M. On the other hand, the smaller inductive effect of
selenium compared to sulfur or oxygen42 will tend to favor2-M
or 3-M, but the effect is expected to be quite small. Finally, as
discussed above, the netπ-donor effect is probably small in
any event and could not possibly account for the lowk0 value
for 5H+.

C. Electrostatic Effects. The relative magnitude of logk0

for the reactions with carboxylate ions compared to those with
the amines calls for some comment. For5H+, ∆log k0 ) log
k0(RCO2

-) - log k0(RNH2) ) 0.58, while for 3-M this
difference is much smaller (0.08 for3-Cr, 0.10 for3-W). The
most plausible interpretation of these differences is in terms of
electrostatic effects at the transition state.46-48 In the reactions
of 3-M with amines, there is an electrostatic stabilization of
the transition state (7) but adestabilization in the reactions with
carboxylate ions (8). This tends to enhancek0 for the amine
reactions and reducek0 for the carboxylate ion reactions. In the
reactions of5H+, these effects are attenuated and perhaps
reversed because of the interaction of the positive charge on
the metal moiety with the partial charge on the buffer base (9
vs 10); the result is that the carboxylate ion reaction becomes
relatively more favorable than the amine reaction; that is, the
log k0(RCO2

-) - log k0(RNH2) difference becomes larger.

D. Intrinsic Rate Constants for the Reactions of 6H+ with
Buffer Bases.As pointed out earlier, the logk0 values reported
in Table 3 for the reactions of6H+ overestimate the actual
intrinsic rate constants by a substantial amount, and hence, it is
difficult to make comparisons with the other carbene complexes.
Nevertheless, it appears that, when this overestimate is taken
into account, the actual logk0 values may not be significantly
different from those for the reactions of5H+.38,39 This would
suggest that the greater aromatic character of6 compared to5
does not have a large effect onk0, implying that the aromaticity
of 5 or 6 contributes relatively little to the lowering ofk0 relative
to the reactions of2-M and 3-M. However, in view of the
uncertainties about logk0 for 6H+, further investigations relating
to this question seem warranted.

E. Rate Constants for the Reactions with OH-, H3O+, and
Water. Table 2 provides a summary of thek1

H2O, k-1
H , k1

OH, and
k-1

H2O values for5H+ and6H+ as well as for3-Cr, 3-W, 2-Cr,
and 2-W. The deprotonation of5H+ by OH- (k1

OH) is about
20-fold faster than the deprotonation of3-Cr or 3-W and about
40- to 60-fold faster than the deprotonation of2-Cr and
2-W, respectively. This increase ink1

OH reflects the increased
acidity of 5H+ compared to3-M and2-M, but in view of the
large differences in the acidities, the rate increase seems rather
modest. This, of course, is again the result of a substantially
lower intrinsic rate constant in the case of5H+. The effect of(42) TheF values for MeO, MeS, and MeSe are 0.29, 0.23, and 0.16,

respectively, while theσF values for MeO and MeS are 0.30 and 0.20,
respectively.27

(43) The higherk0 values for secondary amines is a well-known
phenomenon caused by differences in the solvation energies of the respective
protonated amines and the fact that at the transition state solvation of the
incipient protonated amine lags behind proton transfer.17,44,45

(44) Bell, R. P.The Proton in Chemistry, 2nd ed.; Cornell University
Press: Ithaca, NY, 1973; Chapter 10.

(45) Jencks, W. P.Catalysis in Chemistry and Enzymology; McGraw-
Hill: New York, 1968; p 178.

(46) Kresge, A. J.Chem. Soc. ReV. 1973, 2, 475.
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the lower intrinsic rate constant manifests itself even more
dramatically in thek1

H2O values for the deprotonation of the
carbene complex by water: here,k1

H2O for 5H+ is about the
same as for3-Cr and only about 3-fold higher than for3-W.
The situation is similar for6H+: Despite a 9 pKa unit difference,
k1

OH is only about 100-fold higher than for3-Cr, andk1
H2O for

6H+ is only about 600-fold higher than for3-Cr.
Another quantity of interest is thek1

OH/k1
H2O ratio reported in

the last column of Table 2. There appear to be two major factors
that influence this ratio. One is the degree of proton transfer at
the transition state. Just as a larger (smaller) Brønstedâ value
implies greater (smaller) progress of proton transfer at the
transition state, so does a larger (smaller)k1

OH/k1
H2O ratio.

Hence, the much smallerk1
OH/k1

H2O ratio for 6H+ compared to
5H+ is consistent with a smaller amount of proton transfer and
parallels the small Brønstedâ values for this compound. The
slightly smallerk1

OH/k1
H2O ratio for 3-W compared to3-Cr may

have a similar origin.
The second factor is electrostatic interactions at the transition

state. The largerk1
OH/k1

H2O ratio for 5H+ compared to3-Cr and
3-W is reminiscent of the larger logk0(RCO2

-) - log k0(RNH2)
for 5H+ compared to that for3-Cr and3-W (as well as2-Cr
and2-W). In the reactions of3-Cr or 3-W with water, there is
a transition state stabilization similar to that in7, and in reactions
with OH-, there is a destabilization similar to that in8. This
results in a relatively smallk1

OH/k1
H2O ratio. In contrast, in the

reactions of5H+, the respective transition states are analogous
to 9 for the water and to10 for the OH- reaction. This tends to
attenuate or reverse the electrostatic effects seen for the reactions
of 3-Cr and3-W and results in a largerk1

OH/k1
H2O ratio for 5H+.

Conclusions

(1) The acidity of5H+ (pKa
CH ) 4.18) and6H+ (pKa

CH )
-0.03) is much higher than it is for the chromium and tungsten
pentacarbonyl carbene complexes (2-M, 3-M). The principal
reason for the higher acidity is that5H+ and6H+ are cationic,
and hence, the main resonance form of the “carbanion” is neutral
(5 and6, respectively); additional stabilization of the deproto-
nated form comes from its aromaticity.

(2) The Brønsted parameters for the reaction of5H+ with
amines are similar to those for the reactions of2-M and3-M,
suggesting that the extent of proton transfer at the transition
state is comparable for these reactions. For the reactions of5H+

and6H+ with carboxylate ions and of6H+ with amines,â is
much lower, suggesting a transition state with less proton
transfer from the carbene complex to the base.

(3) The intrinsic rate constants for proton transfer to amines
and carboxylate ions are substantially lower for5H+ than for
2-M and 3-M. This appears to be mainly the result of the
enhanced resonance stabilization of5 as compared to that of
the anions derived from2-M and3-M. It is unclear how much
the aromaticity of5 contributes to the reduction ink0.

(4) The logk0 values determined for the reactions of6H+

are higher than for the reactions of5H+, especially logk0 for
the reaction with conjugate ions. This is probably an artifact
that results from the lower Brønstedâ values.

(5) In comparison to the corresponding reactions of2-M and
3-M, the k1

H2O and k1
OH values for deprotonation of5H+ and

6H+ by water and OH- are not as large as one might expect on
the basis of the high acidity of5H+ and6H+. This is again a
reflection of lower intrinsic rate constants for5H+ and 6H+.

(6) Because5H+ and 6H+ are cationic, the response to
electrostatic effects at the transition state of their reactions is

opposite to that for the reactions of2-M and3-M. Specifically,
in the reactions of2-M and 3-M with neutral bases (amines
and water), there is electrostatic stabilization, but there is
destabilization in the reactions with anionic bases (RCO2

-,
OH-). In the reactions of5H+ and 6H+, these effects are
reversed.

Experimental Section

Materials. The tetraflouroborate salts of5H+ and6H+ were obtained
as gifts from Professor Robert Angelici.49 Stock solutions of these salts
in dry acetonitrile were stable for several weeks when stored at-40
°C. Dry acetonitrile was prepared by stirring with P2O5 for 24 h,
followed by distillation into a receiving flask containing 4 Å molecular
sieves. For buffer preparation, acetonitrile was used as received (Fisher
Scientific), and water was taken from a Milli-Q water purification
system.

Acetic acid (99.9%, Fischer Scientific) and methoxyacetic, cy-
anoacetic, dichloroacetic, and trichloroacetic acids (all>98%, Aldrich)
were used as received. Chloroacetic acid (Aldrich) was recrystallized
from 1-propanol.n-Butylamine, methoxyethylamine, morpholine, pi-
peridine, 1-(2-hydroxyethylpiperazine) (all Aldrich) were distilled prior
to use. Glycinamide (Aldrich) and aminoacetonitrile (Alfa Aesar) were
obtained as HCl salts and these, along with piperazine (Aldrich), were
recrystallized from 1-propanol. The pKa

BH values of chloroacetic acid,
cyanoacetic acid, dichloroacetic acid, and trichloroacetic acid were
determined by standard potentiometric procedures50 and the data treated
as presented by Benet and Goyan.51 The pKa

BH values of all other
buffers were known from previous work.3

pH and H0 Determinations.pH measurements were performed on
an Orion 611 pH meter equipped with a glass electrode and a Sureflow
reference electrode from Corning. The pH meter was calibrated with
standard aqueous buffers from Fisher Scientific; pH readings in 50%
MeCN-50% water taken at 25°C were adjusted to the actual value
by adding 0.18.52 An acidity function,H0, was constructed by setting
H0 ) pH ) 1.06 for a 0.1 M HCl solution and assuming thatH0 follows
the same trend with increasing [HCl] up to 2.5 M asH0 reported by
El-Harakany.23 Table 4 lists theH0 as well as theh0 values as a function
of [HCl].

Kinetic Experiments and Spectra. All spectra were taken in a
Hewlett-Packard 8452A diode-array UV-visible spectrophotometer.
All kinetic runs were performed in an Applied Photophysics DX.17MV
stopped-flow spectrophotometer. The procedures were similar to those
described in ref 9 except for the following modifications. The reactions
of 5H+ were set up by placing a 50% MeCN-50% water solution of
5H+ containing 10-3 M HCl in one syringe of the stopped-flow
apparatus and the appropriate buffer solution in the other syringe. The
presence of HCl ensured that the carbene complex would be in its acid
form. Both solutions contained the appropriate amount of KCl to bring
the ionic strength to 0.1 M.

(47) Dahlberg, D. B.; Kuzemko, M. A.; Chiang, Y.; Kresge, A. J.; Powell,
M. F. J. Am. Chem. Soc.1983, 105, 5387.

(48) Thibblin, A. J. Am. Chem. Soc.1984, 106, 183.
(49) Iowa State University of Science and Technology, Ames, IA 50011.
(50) Albert, A.; Serjeant, E. P.The Determination of Ionization Constants,

3rd ed.; Chapman and Hall: New York, 1984; p 32.
(51) Benet, L. Z.; Goyan, J. E.J. Pharm. Sci.1967, 56, 665.
(52) Allen, A. D.; Tidwell, T. T.J. Am. Chem. Soc.1987, 109, 2

Table 4. H0 andh0 Values as Function of [HCl] in 50%
MeCN-50% Water (v/v) at 25°C

[HCl], M h0, M H0 [HCl], M h0, M H0

0.050 0.0437 1.36 0.80 1.15 -0.06
0.100 0.0871 1.06 1.00 1.66 -0.22
0.125 0.112 0.95 1.20 2.29 -0.36
0.200 0.178 0.75 1.50 3.55 -0.55
0.250 0.227 0.64 1.70 5.01 -0.70
0.400 0.398 0.40 2.00 7.76 -0.89
0.500 0.541 0.27 2.50 13.5 -1.13
0.600 0.724 0.14
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For 6H+, the substrate syringe contained6H+ in pure acetonitrile,
while the solvent in the buffer syringe was 100% water with an ionic
strength of 0.2 M adjusted with KCl. Because6H+ does not measurably
dissociate in pure acetonitrile, this procedure to ensure that the substrate
was in its protonated form was superior to one where6H+ would have
to be placed into a 2.5 M HCl solution in 50% MeCN-50% water and
would generate reaction mixtures of very high ionic strength. Note,
however, that, even with this procedure, reaction mixtures at high [HCl]
had an ionic strength exceeding 0.1 M.
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